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PHP DEVELOPER
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SUMMARY
A highly resourceful, innovative, and competent PHP developer with extensive experience in the layout, design and coding of
websites specifically in PHP format.
Possessing considerable knowledge of the development of web applications and scripts using PHP programming language and
MySQL & SQL Server databases.
Experienced in developing applications and solutions for a wide range of corporate, charity and public sector clients and having
the enthusiasm and ambition to complete projects to the highest standard.

WORK EXPERIENCE
05/2016 - Present

PHP Developer
Web Design Company
Working with designers, Front End and project management staff to capture requirements for the functional elements of
website projects. Also responsible for liaising with clients and ensuring that all work carried out complies with standards and
guidelines.
Duties:
- Building PHP websites using PHP based frameworks.
- Planning and conducting cross-browser usability testing against W3C.
- Testing and validating work produced as part of the development process.
- Developing advanced database driven websites & systems including eCommerce.
- Back end development and maintenance of websites using PHP and MySQL.
- Developing compatible User Interface functionality using jQuery & other libraries.
- Developing web sites using MySQL, PHP, ASP.NET & other programming tools.
07/2014 - 04/2016

Senior Backend Developer
ITech Company
- Development of the E-commerce cloud-based platform that developed to combine advantages of offline and online retail.
- Platformed allowed connection and management of multiple e-commerce sites as whole functionality as partitions.
- A developed platform has rich REST API for integration with third-party services, e-commerce sites, payment systems, CRM
systems and EPR systems.
- For implementation was used stack: SOA architecture; PHP 7.1 (Symfony 3.2 framework); Angular 2; Docker; Amazon Web
Services; RabbitMQ; Redis; ElasticSearch; Jenkins; Phing.
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06/2012 - 06/2014

Web Developer
Cyber Company
- A member of the development team who was replacing the legacy code with one more reliable, robust, reusable if it was
needed.
- Adding new features and Fixing bugs.
- Being a member of the fantastic team gave me an opportunity to learn and improve my experience and adjust my mindset of
developer and thinking about business values before thinking technically.
- Technology: Symfony2
- Tools: Doctrine, Elasticsearch, Composer, RESTful API, vagrant, Docker, twig, Phpspec, Behat.

EDUCATION
07/2007 - 05/2012

University Of Information Technology
Software Engineering
Get good Grades in College wiht GPA 8.0

SKILLS
JAVA Script

JQUERY

HTML

MySQL

AJAX

PHP7

REFERENCES
Nguyen Van Binh
Leader
Điện thoại: 0916823xx
Email: binh.nguyen@gmail.com

LANGUAGES
English
Good
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